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Luxurious Apartments available at the heart of Castle Hill starting from $550,000 for 1 bedroom apartment!! Estimated

completion 2025.Don't miss this incredible opportunity to own an architecturally designed apartment in one of Sydney's

fastest growing communities.Several oversized 1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments available with Study. All apartments come

with car space with an exception of a few 1 bedroom apartments.On its doorstep is the newly developed Hills

Showground Metro Station, providing instant connectivity to Sydney's CBD, Chatswood, North Sydney, Macquarie Park

and Norwest Business Park. Elevate your living experience with our expansive terraces that seamlessly open up to

embrace breathtaking creek views, offering a tranquil haven where you can unwind and immerse yourself in the serenity

of nature's picturesque beauty.The unique features of these apartments, which combine the spaciousness and comfort of

a house, creating an ideal place to call home and offers a truly elevated living experience. Prepare to be captivated by the

unrivaled convenience and connectivity with glorious parks and gardens, along with world-class retail at your fingertips,

this residence is the epitome of luxury and urban living.The availability of upgrade options is an enticing feature for

investors. It suggests that there are opportunities to enhance the property, potentially increasing its value or appeal.Step

into a realm of refined contemporary elegance, where meticulously finished interiors set the stage for a life of indulgence.

The open-plan and spacious layout welcomes you with sleek engineered timber flooring, polished stone worktops in the

kitchen, and European appliances that exemplify the immaculate attention to detail found throughout this exceptional

apartment.Key Features:-Experience elegance with luxurious finishes and sophisticated design.-Well-proportioned,

light-filled living and dining areas that offer comfort and space.-Miele kitchen appliances seamlessly integrated into the

sleek design, complemented by stone surfaces, dishwasher.-All apartments come with Miele washing machine and

dryer.-The carpeted bedroom features built-in wardrobes, while the main bedroom boasts an ensuite bathroom.-Enjoy the

convenience of a concealed laundry adjacent to a deluxe, fully tiled bathroom.-The apartment includes a basement car

space and an advanced intercom system.-Several amenities include outdoor gym, rooftop BBQ, Herb gardens, parcel

lockers.-Located just a one-minute walk from the Hills Showground Metro Station, the location ensures easy and efficient

commuting.First home owners come and take advantage of stamp duty exemption!Enquire Now to reserve an apartment

before they sell out.Indulge in a lifestyle of luxury, convenience, and unmatched sophistication. Contact us now to arrange

a viewing and secure these exceptional apartments.Disclaimer: The information provided above is sourced from what we

consider reliable sources. We cannot assure the absolute accuracy of this information, nor do we assume responsibility

for its accuracy. We strongly recommend that any interested parties conduct their own enquiries and exercise their own

judgement to ascertain the accuracy of this information for their specific needs. Please note that the images presented

are intended solely for illustrative purposes.


